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Cabinet Vision products keep the simple tasks 
easy and make the complex jobs possible.

PRodUCt oVERViEW
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CABINET VISION  

Cabinet Vision enables any furniture, woodworking, or kitchen cabinet manufacturer — from a small workshop 

to a large production plant—to fully automate and integrate its design through manufacturing processes, saving 

time, eliminating costly mistakes, and increasing productivity.

Cabinet Vision is a fully integrated design and production solution for the cabinet and furniture manufacturing 

industry. it is the most widely used design for manufacturing software for woodworking professionals and 

is recognized as a major technological advancement for the industry. the Cabinet Vision products use solid 

modeling technology to create true three-dimensional presentations of the final product on-screen, while 

simultaneously generating the necessary information for the shop floor.

BENEfITS

- save time

- Eliminate Mistakes

- increase Productivity

- increase Profits

PRodUCt oVERViEW
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Getting accurate information from  
the jobsite is critical to your success. 

Cabinet Vision has made it very simple, by utilizing Jobsite Companion, 

to gather critical field information and communicate it to your design 

and engineering staff.

GEttinG staRtEd

Jobsite Companion is a software tool that runs on a Windows™ Mobile device and enables you to input room 

and cabinet dimensions, take notes, mark electrical and plumbing locations, attach digital photographs and feed 

this information directly into your Cabinet Vision software program.

TwO-wAy COmmuNICATION

Job files can be sent from Cabinet Vision to Jobsite Companion and vice versa.

BE OBjECTIVE 

Place your electrical and plumbing markers as true objects.

yOur ChOICE 

Enter your measurements in either fractions or decimals.

*Jobsite Companion is an add on product
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POwErful TOOlS - EASy TO uSE

Easy to navigate menus make locating items effortless. Cabinet lists and split-screen designing providing floor 

plan, elevation and perspective views, can be displayed all on one screen. Build a ‘Favorites’ menu from the 

items used most often, saving time spent searching through the library. automatically fill a plan with cabinets, 

molding and countertops at the push of a button.

CuSTOmIzABlE lIBrArIES

Easily create libraries of “your” cabinet designs. define a construction method once, save it in a library, then 

reuse it again and again. For those who do a tremendous amount of custom work, unique shapes or work 

with unique conditions, solid is the product of choice.

EVEryThINg yOu NEEd

- design your jobs

- render for the client

- Price job for the client

- Build it quickly and accurately

dEsiGn it
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rENdErINgS

show customers exactly how a finished item or room will look. Choose from thousands of built-in 

wood grains and finishes, countertop materials, flooring, wallpaper, or import scanned materials 

or digital images to add to the quality of a presentation. Projects can be displayed in 3d, birds-eye 

views, line drawings or full color renderings.

setting the standard for photo realistic renderings for the woodworking industry, Cabinet Vision, 

combined with PhotoVision 32, can produce photorealistic quality renderings and presentation 

drawings. Print out stunning images for customers to take home. Position and control the intensity  

of the lighting features and create a panoramic presentation to aid a client’s overall visualization for 

the ultimate customer presentation.

dEsiGn it

it does all of our allocations, all of our pricing, 
all of our manufacturing in one complete tool.

- Mike Hallman,  Closet Works

“
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dISPlAy EVEry dETAIl

show customers what their design will look like long before producing their cabinets or other components.  

open doors and drawers and roll out trays to verify tolerances and show clients exactly what they are purchasing.

dECOrATIVE COmPONENTS

Cabinet Vision combined with Wood Wizard enables you to create custom components using simulated 

woodworking tools and then import those components into your design. Use virtual shop tools such as a 

saw, router, drill, lathe, etc. to mill three-dimensional custom parts on-screen. this presentation tool is the 

perfect add-on module for any user designing high-end custom projects such as custom objects, decorative 

components, or fluted columns.

dEsiGn it
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ClOSETS

developed in collaboration with leading industry professionals, solid Manufacturing for Closets’ 

practicality and ease of use are unmatched. Choose from the expandable Closet/storage 

component catalog and quickly drag and drop parts to create stunning and practical designs in mere 

minutes. Editing and creating custom components is just as simple, ensuring that all your designs can 

be accurately constructed.  all the data needed to produce your jobs can quickly be sent to your 

shop floor or CnC equipment - saving time and ensuring the least amount of mistakes and wasted 

materials.  Your designs can be accurately machined without the need to create lengthy custom 

scripts or use third party solutions.  solid Manufacturing for Closets is the first and only software 

to offer the growing Closet and storage industry a seamless design to manufacturing solution, and 

allows you to take control of your operations.

dEsiGn it

BENEfITS

- Closet and storage specific setup

- Expandable Component Catalog

- assign Machining intelligence to  

Closet  Components

- Flexible Pricing Methods

- increase Productivity
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gENErATE EVEryThINg NEEdEd TO BuIld ThE PrOjECT

Choose from over 250 reports including assembly reports, door and drawer lists, material summary, panel 

and board stock, accurate cutlists, just-in-time bill of materials, complete item lists, and much more. solid 

also provides detailed reports on material usage and component requirements, enabling accurate planning of 

materials, further improving material usage. Filter projects by job, room or cabinet, isolating items for bidding 

and/or production.

mulTIPlE drAwINgS PEr PAgE

With solid’s built-in Cad capabilities, modify and enhance output drawings individually. Change line types 

and fonts and add custom dimensioning. snapping tools and automatic title blocks provide even further 

drawing refinements.

BUild it
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VISuAl VAlIdATION

Cabinet Vision enables visualization of each object from virtually any view. Verify any object through 

exploded assembly and sub-assembly views. Visual validation of parts and joinery enables testing for 

tolerances, swinging of doors, opening/closing drawers, etc.

uNmATChEd PArT CONTrOl

Complete control of individual parts in your assembly is provided. dimension parts according to your 

shops specifications, then print drawings fully dimensioned, including operations. Confirm all parts and part 

operations before sending to the shop, where parts are shaped automatically to fit the object, including joinery 

considerations. Batch jobs together to maximize your yield. Print information for the shop, in order to assess 

job cost and profitability.

BUild it
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mAChININg CAPABIlITIES

Geometry and machining data from Cabinet Vision is automatically generated for virtually any CnC 

machine on the market. the Cabinet Vision nC Center solution is capable of nesting, optimization, 

and is able to generate machine ready G-code for panel saws, chop saws, drill and dowell, haunching 

and point-to-point machines, as well as CnC routers.

Planit’s screen-to-Machine™ product is the industry’s only fully integrated software solution. our 

technology generates the machine ready code for customer products as they are designed. solid 

has built-in intelligent joinery that saves enormous machine “programming” time when compared to 

older manual systems. Cabinet Vision’s Convergence technology™ feature allows for sorting of parts 

per machine and per batch. this feature enables control over which parts are released to a particular 

machine and on what time sequence.

BUild it

My company wouldn’t be where it is today 
without the products and service you offer.

- Mark swan, Swan Custom Cabinets

“
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BENEfITS

- save time

- Eliminate waste

- Earn more profits per job

BUild it

PANEl OPTImIzATION

Cabinet Vision combined with the Panel optimizer is an excellent tool for saving time and material in 

your operation. it quickly optimizes all the parts from the job, graphically displays the panels and materials 

on-screen and even batches jobs before sending them to the shop floor. this helps eliminate time spent at 

the saw determining the best cutting layout while minimizing the amount of wasted material.
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ThE ulTImATE  COmPONENT lABElINg SOluTION

are you losing parts in your shop?  Having trouble figuring out where this or that part goes?  

introducing label-it - the fastest and simplest method for labeling parts “on the fly”.

Just touch the screen, print the label and move to the next part. live interactive graphics of each part 

right at the machine!  design your own labels with the exact information you need for your shop.  

includes bar codes ideal for tracking as well as parts that require secondary machining.  label-it 

is ideal for nested based manufacturing, conventional nC panel saws, as well as manual cutting. 

BUild it

Computer

Bar Code label Printer

flat Panel Touch Screen monitor

Planit offers you fully integrated end-to-end solutions 
for screen-to-Machine™ manufacturing.
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rEAl TImE lABElINg SOluTIONS

does your saw have built-in labeling capabilities?

Cabinet Vision has the solution with Real time labeling capabilities. Cabinet Vision gives you the ability to 

not only send optimized sheet information to your saw, but also gives you the ability to send custom labels, 

in graphic format, directly to your saw for label production.

i use Cabinet Vision and
would never go elsewhere.

- J.R. Hardesy, Bass Cabinet, Mfg. Inc.

“
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NESTEd BASEd mANufACTurINg

nested Based Manufacturing (”nBM”) is a manufacturing process that allows shops to improve 

production time, quality and material yield. the real benefits of nBM are that these improvements 

can be done with one machine and one software product. Whether a shop is building complete 

custom products or producing batches or irregular shaped parts, nBM offers significant production 

advantages: one machine and one machine operator can process irregular shaped parts, MdF 

cabinet doors, parts with holes and dadoes, and other vertical operations all in one cycle. Cabinet 

Vision offers outstanding small part handling for nested based manufacturing allowing maximum 

material usage. Cabinet Vision’s “onion skin and return onion skin” technology for small parts 

provides maximum vacuum hold-down, while maintaining superior edge finish.

BUild it

SAVE uP TO 30% 
ON yOur CyClE TImES

linked Part outlines, or Bridging, is 

a new feature that causes the tool 

head to “bridge” from one part to 

the next, resulting in only one lead 

in and lead out cut.  this shortens 

the length of your cycles and saves 

wear and tear on your tools.
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TruE ShAPE NESTINg

Cabinet Vision allows you to take your material yield to the next level with true shape nesting.  this 

function will allow you to quickly and easily nest even the most complex shaped parts with the minimal 

amount of waste possible.

mdf dOOrS

do you manufacture MdF doors?  Cabinet Vision combined with MdFdoormaker is the total solution for 

manufacturing MdF doors in-house.  Create virtually any style of door and send it to your machine.

NETwOrk VErSION

if you have multiple designers and/or salespeople, the network Version of Cabinet Vision is right for you.  

allow all of your sales staff and designers to access Cabinet Vision no matter where they are.

i get more excited everyday as i learn more and more 
of the capabilities of the program.

- Vic nesheim, Nescon, Inc

“
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 SCrEEN-TO-mAChINE™

Geometry and machining data from Cabinet Vision is automatically 

generated for virtually any CnC machine on the market.

 SOlId mANufACTurINg

top of the line software with advanced capabilities allows you to 

take full advantage of advanced solid modeling technology. our 

Flagship product.

 SOlId mANufACTurINg fOr ClOSETS

designed to increase productivity and profitability based on the 

specific demands of the fast growing Closet and storage industry.

 SOlId

Cabinet Vision solid is the standard level design and manufacturing 

software tool that allows you to detail all your jobs, from kitchen 

cabinets to complex architectural projects.

 SOlId dESIgN

design software for custom kitchen, bath and closet manufacturers.

 SOlId dESIgN fOr ClOSETS

design software geared specifically to the Closet and 

storage professional.

 kITChEN BuIldEr

Entry level software designed for small custom kitchen shops 

looking to automate their business.

*To compare features and benefits of each module please visit 

www.planitmanufacturing.com/products/cabinetvision/Modules

Which module is right for you?

Cabinet Vision comes in different modules so that you can choose the product that is right for 

you.  When you need more functionality, simply upgrade to the next module.  You will receive full 

credit towards your upgrade so you never lose your investment in your software.  Planit is the only 

software provider with a true upgrade path that allows you to grow with us.

ModUlEs
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add on PRodUCts

jOBSITE COmPANION see page 10

wOOd wIzArd see page 19

PhOTOVISION 32 see page 16

mdfdOOrmAkEr see page 39

lABEl-IT / lABEl-IT COmPlETE see page 32

rEAl TImE lABElINg SOluTION see page 35

PANEl OPTImIzEr see page 31

TruE ShAPE NESTINg see page 39

NC CENTEr see page 28

NETwOrk VErSION see page 39

Maximize your software.

Cabinet Vision combined with these add on products can take your business to the next level.  no matter 

what your business is trying to achieve, Planit has a product that will help you to stay on the cutting edge 

and ahead of your competition.  For more information on any of these add on products, please consult 

your local Planit Consultant or a Customer service Representative.

We’ve moved to a new facility and are doing 
over two million a year and growing and attribute 
much of it to Cabinet Vision.

- Gary Hitson, Hitson Cabinets

“
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sUPPoRt sERViCEs

the help you need - when you need it.

Cabinet Vision offers unmatched support and training services.  From 24 hour accessible esupport to 

on-site one-on-one training, we provide the resources you need to be successful.  

Cabinet Vision’s annual support subscription plan provides you with all the new releases and version 

updates and allows you access to our certified technical support team members for one year. 

For your convenience, the tech team can be contacted via email, fax, telephone or our esupport 

website. all the support you need to succeed with Cabinet Vision is included in this package.

CErTIfICATION ClASSES                         

an in-depth training environment that is usually taught at 

a trade school or University.  students who complete all 

the certification classes, do well on the review tests and 

pass a final examination become 100% certified in the 

use of the software. 

rEgIONAl TrAININg ClASSES                 

a 2 to 4 day classroom style training environment 

performed at regional Planit solutions training Facilities  

or other local locations. 

ON-SITE TrAININg                                     

Custom training tailored to the needs of the customer in 

which a Planit solutions Certified trainer will travel to your 

place of business. this training is for up to four trainees. 

IN-hOuSE TrAININg                                  

Custom training tailored to your needs. this course is 

taught by a Planit solutions Certified trainer and is held  

at one of Planit solutions training offices.

our business has grown by ridiculous percentages 
every year since we have had CV screen-to-Machine.

- Craig Jones, Westgate Hardwoods“
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VIrTuAl TrAININg                                       

Custom training tailored to your needs that is performed 

over the internet by a Planit solutions Certified trainer. 

elEArNINg                                                 

elearning components come complete with a manual 

and an interactive Cd designed to teach a wide range of 

topics related to your software.

eSuPPOrT

With thousands of users, Planit’s esupport sites are a great 

way to get help with your software - fast. our forums 

are monitored by Certified Planit technicians and are 

searchable by topic and keywords. if you have a question, 

there is a good chance it has already been answered. in 

addition to the forums, esupport includes downloads 

of the latest software builds, a wide array of objects and 

textures, and much more. 

sUPPoRt sERViCEs ContaCt Us

PhONE

800-280-6932

EmAIl

sales@planitsolutions.com

wEB

www.planitmanufacturing.com

SIgN uP fOr uPdATES

www.planitmanufacturing.com/enews

fINd yOur lOCAl CONSulTANT

www.planitmanufacturing.com/consultantlocator
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